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Frank Juarez
Curator Statement

Over the past year I have found myself seeking ways to 
cope with this global pandemic like many of us. We tackle 
stress and anxiety differently whilst continuing to navigate 
into the unknown even if there seems to be a light at the 
end of the tunnel. I often think in what ways can I keep my 
mind occupied, yet find ways to find comfort? Engaging in 
the world of art has provided multiple ways to address this.  

Through art we can connect, support one another, and 
become part of the artist’s journey even if it is from the 
other side of the screen. Life impacts how artists create 
despite these unprecedented times. It is through these 
observations that I began to see art with a different lens. A 
lens that has invited me to slow down, participate in the 
journey, and see the artists’ vision unfold over time.  

The work in Indiana Green 2021 Invitational ranges from 
graphite drawings to cast glass and fiber arts to sculpture 
bringing the tactility of the artists’ chosen materials to the 
forefront. The intensive labor is evident in these works of art 
through the permanence of the artists’ hands embedded in 
memory, loss, and love.  

Brianna Lynn Hernandez Baurichter’s Aquí Descansamos is a 
living cemetery composed of floral sculptures in place of 
gravestones. Mirroring the shape of common grave-markers, Aquí 
Descansamos presents an alternate form of memorial, contrasting 
the somber, grey-stone visuals of conventional cemeteries with 
color, growth, decomposition, and renewal. Emma Freeman’s 
fiber based abstract mixed media work explores themes of slow 
transformation and tactile conversations. Her work includes wall 
hangings, book structures and found object sculptures that 
incorporate nature and fibers together.  

Standing tall like silent gods, like ghosts from nights past, Chelsea 
Littman is just trying to make a good impression with her empire 
of empties. Her sand cast glass bottle shrines are all about filling 
the void, the one left by absent alcoholic fathers, the one from 
blacked out lost memories and the one pressed into the sand with 
loving care. Kassandra Palmer’s drawings are accumulations of 
touch that blur the boundaries between nature and human nature.  
Echoes from stories of love, loss, and forgiveness, these 
paradoxical pictures are beacons that point simultaneously toward 
the mundane and the mysterious. Nicole Shaver’s mimicking 
geological formations are a record and memorial to women's 
studio practice.  One piece a working record, cast off detritus laid 
like layers of mica harvested from Shaver's studio. The other, 
stalactites to immortalize a passed artist mentor through her 
departed collection of beach glass.    
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Exhibition Partners

Artdose Magazine 
artdosemagazine.com 
@artdosemagazine 

Founded in 2013, Artdose 
Magazine is an independent 

print and digital art magazine 
committed to connecting and supporting the visual arts in 
Wisconsin. Published by Frank Juarez, the magazine is 
premised on the belief that we all share common goals of 
introducing, engaging, and offering others diverse art 
experiences. Artdose appears in print as a bi-annual art 
magazine, through a weekly art e-newsletter and on Instagram 
and Facebook. 

Frank Juarez brings nineteen years of art education and arts 
management experience organizing local and regional art 
exhibitions, community art events, facilitating presentations, 
supporting artists through grant programs, and professional 
development workshops. This has placed him in the forefront 
of promoting Wisconsin artists, networking, and attracting 
regional, national, and international artists to collaborate and 
exhibit in Wisconsin. 

Center for the Visual Arts (CVA) 
cvawausau.org 
@cvawausau 

The Center for the Visual Arts (CVA), in Wausau, 
Wisconsin, is one of the leading cultural 
institutions in Central Wisconsin, with four gallery 
spaces, with 18+ exhibits a year, a School of Art, 

and a gift shop featuring 25+ regional artists.  The CVA was founded 
with the mission of increasing the livability of the Wausau region 

Authentic Obsessions Podcast 
authenticobsessions.com 
@authenticobsessions  

The world is filled with prolific artists who have an 
obsessive hunger to create. Join me for 
conversations with artists embracing the joy and 
uncertainty that fuels their work. Listen in as we 
delve into creative obsessions, supportive 
communities, getting stuck, studio spaces, and 

setting boundaries. Acknowledge the mess and keep going! 

http://artdosemagazine.com
https://www.instagram.com/artdosemagazine
http://cvawausau.org
https://www.instagram.com/cvawausau
http://authenticobsessions.com
https://www.instagram.com/authenticobsessions


 

About the Artists

Brianna Lynn Hernández Baurichter (Milwaukee) 
briannalhb.com 

@briannalhb 

Hernández Baurichter (she/her/ella) is a Chicana artist, 

curator, and educator guided by socially-engaged practices. 

In the studio, Brianna creates installations through several 

mediums including large-scale charcoal drawings, video art, 

and performances. Brianna’s current work focuses on the 

experience of providing end-of-life care and subsequent 

grieving process which offers workshops and takeaway 

resources for viewers to self-educate through the safety of 

the creative process. As a curator, Brianna works with artists 

to make socially-charged topics publicly accessible in order to 

create opportunities for education and empathy and 

collaborates with community health researchers to 

incorporate the arts into public health projects. 

Brianna Lynn Hernandez Baurichter, Aqui Descansamos 
(detail), 2020, soil, flowers, moss, candles, 2.5’ x 5’ x 
3’ (left) and 3’ x 3’ x 3’ (right). Image courtesy of the artist. 

http://briannalhb.com
https://www.instagram.com/briannalhb


 

About the Artists

Emma Freeman (Oconomowoc) 
emmafreemandesigns.com 

@emmafreemandesigns 

Freeman is a queer mixed media artist whose work is 

meditative and tactile. She focuses on slow discoveries and 

themes of deep listening and quiet transformation, exploring 

what happens when she takes something with one intended 

purpose and gives it another meaning or story. She plays with a 

variety of fibers, textiles, natural materials and techniques. She 

lives in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin with her two rescue beagles 

surrounded by trees, water and sky. 

Emma Freeman, Delicate Conversation, 2021, 
found wasp nest and organic indigo dyed linen 
thread, 3.5" x 2“ x 0.5”. Image courtesy of the 
artist. 

http://emmafreemandesigns.com
https://www.instagram.com/emmafreemandesigns


About the Artists

Chelsea Littman (Sturgeon Bay) 
@chelsealittman 

Always an artist, Littman first fell in love with the magic of hot glass 

at Alfred University where she received her Bachelors of Fine Arts in 

2011.  While there she was also equally enthralled with photography 

and started developing a passion for both materials and a desire to 

bring them together in new and creative ways. The studios at Alfred 

opened the doors to a variety of processes that she has continued to 

explore ever since, including hot casting glass, metal work, 

printmaking, drawing and painting.  After graduating, she returned to 

her hometown of Cleveland, Ohio where she worked in production 

glassblowing, honing her skills in the hot shop, while continuing to 

build on the ideas started in college (and even had a darkroom in her 

bathroom for a time).  In 2016, the opportunity to take a hot casting 

class at Corning Museum of Glass with Stephanie Trenchard and 

Jeremy Popelka reinvigorated her spirit and ultimately led her to 

Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, where she has since relocated to work as 

their hot shop assistant and focus on developing her own artwork, 

which attempts to transform a moment, a snapshot, into an 

everlasting object that is heavy and tangible and solid instead of lost 

adrift in the cloud.  

Chelsea Littman, Filling the Void, 2021, sand cast glass, 
variable dimensions. Image courtesy of the artist. 

https://www.instagram.com/chelsealittman


 
Kassandra Palmer (Madison) 
kassandrapalmer.com 
@kassiebpalmer 

Kassandra Palmer was born in Fairfield, California and was 

raised in Green Bay, Wisconsin.  She graduated summa cum 

laude from Santa Clara University with a degree in physics, and 

earned her MFA in painting and drawing from the University of 

Iowa. Intuitive, intimately scaled, and imbued with a lighthearted 

humor, her work is inspired by melodies from the B-side of 

human history. Through the layering of symbol, fact, figment, 

and emotion, her images are like an accumulation of echoes, a 

cacophony of fragmented phrases that combine to create a 

familiar sound, almost like a song you’ve heard before. As a 

keeper and maker of stories, Kassandra considers herself to be 

an unreliable, but earnest, witness. She manufactures these 

missing artifacts in the hope that they become beacons that 

flatten time and point toward paradox. 

Kassandra Palmer, the things they said became a 
river that carved a canyon, 2021, graphite and 
watercolor on yupo, 11” x 14”. Image courtesy of the 
artist. 

About the Artists

http://kassandrapalmer.com
https://www.instagram.com/kassiebpalmer


About the Artists

Nicole Shaver (Port Washington) 
nicolejshaver.com 

@nicolejshaver 

Nicole Shaver (she/her) grew up in Port Washington along Lake 

Michigan, where she skipped rocks and watched fishermen gut 

salmon as a child.  Largely inspired by ideas of place and 

belonging, she researches geographical sites and employs them 

as metaphorical compasses to navigate the space between 

reality and fantasy, the banal and the sublime. She received her 

BFA from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and her MFA from 

the University of Iowa.  She has attended artist residencies in 

Colorado, Iceland, North Carolina, Ohio, Portugal, Vancouver, 

and Wisconsin, while exhibiting widely throughout the United 

States and Scandinavia.  Her work has been featured on NPR’s 

All Things Considered and published in New American Paintings 

and Studio Visit Magazine. 
Nicole Shaver, Seaglass Stalactite #1, 2021, 
chain, detritus, resin and inherited sea 
glass, 2.5” x 2.5” x 11”. Image courtesy of 
the artist. 

http://nicolejshaver.com
https://www.instagram.com/nicolejshaver
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Frank Juarez
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